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Perfect black-body emitters in a ﬂat three-dimensional space are characterized by the well-known 
relation S˙3Dﬂat = (32π2AP3/1215h¯3)1/4, where S˙3Dﬂat and P are respectively the entropy and energy 
emission rates out of the 3-D hot body, and A is the 2-D surface area of the emitting body. 
However, Bekenstein and Mayo have pointed out that three-dimensional Schwarzschild black holes are 
characterized by a qualitatively different relation: S˙3DBH = C3DBH × (P/h¯)1/2, where C3DBH is a numerically 
computed proportionality coeﬃcient. Thus, in their entropy emission properties, these three-dimensional 
black holes effectively behave as one-dimensional entropy emitters: in particular, they respect Pendry’s 
upper bound S˙1Dﬂat = C1Dﬂat × (P/h¯)1/2 on the entropy emission rate out of one-dimensional ﬂat-space 
thermal bodies, where C1Dﬂat = (π/3)1/2. One naturally wonders whether this intriguing property of the 
three-dimensional black holes is a generic feature of all D-dimensional Schwarzschild black holes? In this 
paper we shall show that the answer to this question (and to the question raised in the title) is ‘Yes 
and No’. ‘Yes’, because we shall prove that all D-dimensional Schwarzschild black holes are characterized 
by the one-dimensional functional relation S˙ DBH = CDBH × (P/h¯)1/2. ‘No’, because we shall show that, in 
the large-D limit, the analytically calculated coeﬃcients CDBH are larger than C
1D
ﬂat = (π/3)1/2, implying 
that higher-dimensional black holes may violate Pendry’s upper bound on the entropy emission rate of 
one-dimensional physical systems.
© 2015 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.1. Introduction
Hawking’s prediction that black holes are not completely black 
is certainly one of the most important outcomes of the inter-
play between general relativity and quantum theory [1]. Hawking’s 
analysis has revealed that black holes, which are known to be sta-
ble objects within the framework of the classical theory of gravity, 
become unstable radiating objects when quantum effects are prop-
erly incorporated into the Einstein ﬁeld equations. In particular, 
Hawking has shown that a semi-classical black hole is character-
ized by a thermally distributed emission spectrum [1].
It is important to emphasize, however, that the Hawking evap-
oration spectra of (3 + 1)-dimensional black holes deviate signif-
icantly from the familiar spectra of ﬂat-space perfect black-body 
emitters. In particular, the black-hole radiation spectra are dis-
torted by the curvature potential (an effective scattering potential) 
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SCOAP3.which surrounds the black holes and reﬂects part of the emit-
ted quanta. The characteristic departure of the black-hole radiation 
spectra from the familiar (ﬂat-space) spectra of perfect black-body 
emitters is usually represented by the frequency-dependent grey-
body factors {(ω)} [2].
In a very interesting paper, Bekenstein and Mayo [3] have 
studied the entropy emission properties of three-dimensional 
Schwarzschild black holes. It was shown in [3] that the entropy 
emission rate out of these three-dimensional black holes is char-
acterized by the relation [4]
S˙3DBH = C3DBH ×
( P
h¯
)1/2
, (1)
where S˙3DBH and P are respectively the entropy emission rate and 
the energy emission rate (power) out of the black hole, and the 
numerically computed coeﬃcient C3DBH is directly related to the 
thermally averaged grey-body factors of the Schwarzschild black 
hole [2]:
C3D(photons)  0.155; C3D(gravitons)  0.047. (2)BH BH
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sional Schwarzschild black holes looks completely different from 
the standard ﬂat-space relation [5]
S˙3Dﬂat = C3Dﬂat ×
( AP3
h¯3
)1/4
(3)
which characterizes three-dimensional perfect black-body emit-
ters, where C3Dﬂat = (32π2/1215)1/4. In fact, Bekenstein and Mayo 
[3] have pointed out that the entropy ﬂow (1) out of the 
three-dimensional Schwarzschild black holes is of the same func-
tional form as the entropy emission rate
S˙1Dﬂat = C1Dﬂat ×
( P
h¯
)1/2
(4)
which characterizes one-dimensional ﬂat-space perfect black-body 
emitters, where C1Dﬂat = (π/3)1/2. It was therefore concluded in 
[3] that in their entropy emission properties, three-dimensional 
Schwarzschild black holes effectively behave as one-dimensional 
entropy emitters.
2. Quantum evaporation of higher-dimensional Schwarzschild 
black holes
It is worth mentioning that Pendry [6] has proved that, for a 
given radiation power P , the relation (4) sets an upper bound on 
the entropy emission rate out of one-dimensional ﬂat-space ther-
mal systems. Since [see Eqs. (2) and (4)]
C3DBH < C
1D
ﬂat = (π/3)1/2, (5)
one arrives at the surprising conclusion that three-dimensional 
black holes conform to Pendry’s upper bound on the entropy emis-
sion rate of one-dimensional physical systems. This fact suggests 
that, in principle, it is possible to collect all the black-hole radia-
tion quanta and send them through a one-dimensional information 
channel [3]. It is worth emphasizing that (three-dimensional) black 
holes possess this remarkable property despite the fact that they 
emit radiation in all spatial directions [3].
One naturally wonders whether this intriguing property of the 
three-dimensional black holes is shared by higher-dimensional 
black holes as well? In particular, we raise the following ques-
tion: do generic D-dimensional Schwarzschild black holes, like 
their three-dimensional counterparts, behave as one-dimensional 
entropy emitters?
In order to answer this question, here we shall explore the 
physical properties of the quantum Hawking radiation emitted 
by generic D-dimensional Schwarzschild black holes. In particular, 
as we shall show below, one can study analytically the entropy 
emission properties of these higher-dimensional black holes in the 
large-D limit.
The energy emission rate (radiation power) for one bosonic de-
gree of freedom out of a D-dimensional black hole is given by the 
integral relation [7,8]
P DBH =
1
(2π)D
∑
j
∞∫
0
dV D(ω)
h¯ω
eh¯ω/TBH − 1 , (6)
where j stands for the angular harmonic indexes of the emitted 
quantum and  = (ω; j, D) are the energy-dependent grey-body 
factors [2] which quantify the imprint of passage of the emitted 
black-hole radiation quanta through the effective curvature poten-
tial that surrounds the black hole. Here
dV D(ω) = [2π D/2/(D/2)]ωD−1dω (7)is the D-dimensional volume in frequency-space of the shell 
(ω, ω + dω), and
T DBH =
(D − 2)h¯
4πrH
(8)
is the Bekenstein–Hawking temperature of the evaporating D-
dimensional Schwarzschild black hole. [The black-hole horizon ra-
dius, rH, is given by [9] rH = [16πM/(D − 1)AD−1]1/(D−2) , where 
M is the ADM mass of the black-hole spacetime, and AD−1 =
2π D/2/(D/2) is the generalized area of a unit (D − 1)-sphere.]
Substituting (7) into (6), one ﬁnds
P DBH =
h¯
2D−1π D/2(D/2)
∑
j
∞∫
0

h¯ωD dω
eh¯ω/TBH − 1 (9)
for the Hawking radiation power of the D-dimensional black holes. 
In [10] we have pointed out that, in the large-D limit, the D-
dimensional energy distribution ωD/(eh¯ω/TBH − 1) peaks at the 
characteristic frequency
ωpeak = DT
h¯
[1+ O (e−D)]. (10)
Taking cognizance of Eq. (8) for the Bekenstein–Hawking temper-
ature of the D-dimensional black holes, one ﬁnds the strong in-
equality
ωpeakrH = D
2
4π
[1+ O (D−1)]  1, (11)
for the characteristic frequencies emitted by the higher-dimension-
al black holes in the large D  1 limit.
The inequality (11) implies that, for higher-dimensional
Schwarzschild black holes in the large-D limit, the typical wave-
lengths in the black-hole radiation spectrum are very short on the 
scale set by the geometric size of the evaporating black hole. More-
over, remembering that the effective curvature potential which 
surrounds the black hole is characterized by the large-D behav-
ior VmaxBH = O (D2/r2H) [11], one ﬁnds the characteristic relation
(ωpeak)
2  VmaxBH (12)
for the typical frequencies in the D-dimensional Hawking radiation 
spectrum. The strong inequality (12) implies, in particular, that, in 
the large-D limit, the black-hole emitted quanta are practically un-
affected by the curvature potential.
Thus, one concludes that, in the large D  1 limit, the evapo-
rating black holes behave as D-dimensional perfect black-body emit-
ters (formally, this last conclusion is exact in the D → ∞ limit), 
in which case the emission power is given by the geometric-optics 
(short wavelengths) approximation [10]:
P DBH =
8π h¯
er2H
( D
4π
)D+3
for D  1. (13)
In addition, remembering that D-dimensional perfect black-
body emitters are characterized by the relation [3]
S˙ = D + 1
D
× P
T
, (14)
and taking cognizance of Eqs. (8) and (13), one ﬁnds
S˙ DBH =
8π
erH
( D
4π
)D+2; D  1 (15)
for the entropy emission rate out of the higher-dimensional black 
holes in the large-D limit. Finally, taking cognizance of Eqs. (13)
24 S. Hod / Physics Letters B 746 (2015) 22–24and (15), one can write the black-hole entropy emission rate in 
the one-dimensional functional form
S˙ DBH = CDBH ×
( P DBH
h¯
)1/2
, (16)
where the analytically calculated proportionality coeﬃcients are 
given by
CDBH =
(8π
e
)1/2( D
4π
)(D+1)/2; D  1. (17)
3. Summary
The interesting work of Bekenstein and Mayo [3] has revealed 
that three-dimensional Schwarzschild black holes behave as one-
dimensional entropy emitters. Motivated by this intriguing conclu-
sion, we have explored here the entropy emission properties of 
higher-dimensional Schwarzschild black holes. In particular, it was 
shown that the physical properties of the Hawking black-hole ra-
diation spectrum can be studied analytically in the large-D regime.
So, what is the answer to the question raised in the title: 
do all D-dimensional Schwarzschild black holes behave as one-
dimensional entropy emitters? The answer is ‘Yes and No’:
• ‘Yes’, because we have proved that all D-dimensional
Schwarzschild black holes are characterized by the one-dimen-
sional functional relation [see Eqs. (4) and (16)] S˙ DBH = CDBH ×
(P/h¯)1/2.
• ‘No’, because we have shown that, in the large-D limit, the 
analytically calculated black-hole coeﬃcients CDBH are given 
by [see Eqs. (4) and (17)] CDBH = (8π/e)1/2(D/4π)(D+1)/2 >
(π/3)1/2, implying that higher-dimensional black holes may 
violate Pendry’s upper bound on the entropy emission rate of 
one-dimensional entropy emitters.
4. Note added
After this paper was completed, I have been informed that 
Mirza, Oboudiat, and Zare [12] have also studied the entropy emission rate of higher-dimensional black holes. It is worth em-
phasizing that the analysis presented in [12] incorrectly assumes 
that the radiating area of a D-dimensional Schwarzschild black 
hole is given by its surface area AH = [2π D/2/(D/2)]rD−1H . How-
ever, as shown in [10], the correct effective radiating area in 
the large-D regime is given by the black-hole absorption cross-
section σabs = [( D2 )/
√
π(D − 1)( D−12 )](rc/rH)D−1 × AH, where 
rc = (D/2)1/(D−2)√D/(D − 2)rH is the absorption radius (the crit-
ical impact parameter for the absorption of a geodesically moving 
particle by the black hole) of the D-dimensional Schwarzschild 
black hole [13].
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